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WITH ARMS OUTSTRETCHED, Cornel West speaks on battling racism at the UPS 
Fieldhouse on Feb. 13. 
Learn how to 
"Jazz" up 
your life 
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West shares vision with sold-out crowd 
TOM PERRY 
Asst. News Editor 
With hopes of raising constructive 
action within every community, 
black philosopher Cornel West 
spoke to a sold-out crowd last Thurs-
day in the Memorial Field House. 
According to campus lecture or-
ganizer Rafael Gomez, the purpose 
of the speech was to increase com-
munity awareness. 'West's impact 
was sizeable," he stated. 'He forced 
people to rethink crucial issue and 
reevaluate their attitudes on race and 
black history.' 
Sponsored by The Associated Stu-
dents of the University of Puget 
Sound (ASUPS) and The Tacoma 
Urban League, more than 1500 fac-
ulty, students, and surrounding com-
munity members flocked to his lec-
ture in celebration of Black History 
Month. 
"Black History Month should be 
every month," West stated. "It af-
fects each and everyone of us." 
A Professor of Afro-American 
Studies and Philosophy at Harvard 
University, West wrote the 1993 
best-selling book entitled "Race 
Matters." 
He stated that battling racism 
within American society requires the 
collective action of all individuals,  
especially young people. "Black 
History affects each and every one 
of us ... it requires us to not look at 
suffering as a marginal problem in 
American history," he stated. "This 
tradition of struggle sits at the core 
of black history." 
According to West, in the last 
thirty years Americans have realized  
that something must be done regard-
ing black suffering. "The issue of 
race is very difficult to handle and 
has the capacity to bring the curtain 
down on America." 
American citizens "have no where 
to run, no where to hide ... we are all 
on the ship together and the ship has 
a huge hole in it," he said during his  
speech. "We either go up together 
or go down together." 
West commented that modern 
black history began with the slave 
trade; however, society continues to 
hear their moans and groans hun-
dreds of years later. 
[White supremacy] is haunting 
society then and it's haunting 
America now!" he stated. "No de-
mocracy can survive with increas-
ing segregation and a constant dis-
respect to civilization." 
At the heart of his lecture, West 
stated that the obsession with race 
developed from overall fear. "We 
[in America] have not been treating 
people of African-American decent 
the same as everyone else," West 
stated. "We've had so much diffi-
culty wresting with this unjustified 
suffering." 
As stated by West, the United 
States is witnessing the erosion of 
systems of caring and nurturing. The 
first step to combating racism within 
our society is to develop more of a 
"moral conscious." 
"Pessimism is increasing 
everyday ... only by example can we 
bring hope. And we need hope," he 
explained. "Hopefully we can leave 
the world a little better than we 
found it." - 
At the conclusion of his speech, 
West left the audience with a piece 
of advice. He stated that society 
needs to stop living so much in the 
present; rather, look ahead to the 
future. "Contempt, hatred, and hos-
tility breeds cowardliness. We need 
to keep our heads to the sky," he said. 
"We must all deal with white 
supremacy ... I'm going down fight-
ing." 
Students propose crosswalk 
MARC Jos 
Editor in Chief 
For students concerned about the 
safety of pedestrians who cross 
Union Avenue daily, relief may be 
in sight. ASUPS has been working 
with the City of Tacoma and Uni-
versity administration to find a so-
lution to the problem. 
Two weeks ago, ASUPS Senators 
Matt Cooper and Kevin Barhydt met 
with Tacoma City Councilman Bill 
Baarsma, Director of Business Ser-
vice John Hickey, Director of Secu-
rity Todd Badham, and Curtis 
Kingsolver from the Tacoma Public 
Works Department to discuss possi-
bilities for safety improvement. 
Kingsolver presented several op-
tions, ranging from a simple, painted  
crosswalk to a traffic light. The cost 
of these option ranges from $600 to 
over $100,000. Due to current bud-
get constraints on the City of 
Tacoma, ASUPS and the University 
would have to pay for any improve-
ments. 
Pedestrian safety on Union Av-
enue has been a concern for several 
years now. With over two hundred 
residents on the west side of Union 
Avenue, including Greek houses and 
other University-owned houses, 
crossing Union Avenue for classes 
and extracurricular activities, there 
is a lot of pedestrian traffic. 
"I think the crosswalk is a good 
idea. We actually did have one prob-
lem during Rush where a student got 
bumped by a vehicle," stated Greek 
advisor Shawn Baldwin. 
Union Avenue serves as a major 
traffic corridor to Sixth Avenue and 
Highway 16, creating an equally 
large volume of vehicular traffic. Ac-
cording to Senator Cooper, who also 
lives on the west side of Union, "Pe-
destrian safety is a concern for ev-
eryone over here. There are instances 
when people crossing Union are al-
most hit by a driver who is not pay-
ing attention. I think putting in some 
device to catch drivers' attention and 
alert them to the presence of pedes-
trians will do a lot for safety." 
The Public Works Department 
submitted the final cost estimates to 
Badham on Tuesday. Later this 
week, students living on the west 
side of Union can expect a survey 
asking their input on what type of 
improvement they would like to see. 
9- -in Women's ' basketball top 
in league 
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each fall. Over forty students tried 
out this year, and the team was fi-
nally cut to 18 women. 
The team-elected captain, senior 
Katie Young, filled mainly an ad-
ministrative roll, and the task of run-
ning practices and choreographing 
routines was taken on by any inter-
ested member. 
"Choreography is a group effort 
and we all rotate," stated junior 
Nicole Furuta. 
The practice sessions, held twice 
a week, consisted of teaching new 
dance moves. 
Next year, UPSwing is consider -
ing competitive dance as a way to 
increase their opportunities to per -
form. Furuta commented, "Compe-
titions could be something we'll look 
into. Competition would lengthen 
our season, giving us more chances 
to perform, and many of the fresh-
men dancers have expressed inter-
est." 
This season, the team was only 
able to display their talents at the 
Songfest held in September, and UPS 
home basketball games. Many of the 
dancers would like to see a length-
ened season. Hayes added, "Maybe 
performances during the football sea-
son would be a possibility." 
UPS wing may also decide to seek 
University sponsorship in the future. 
Currently, the team must schedule its 
own performance times, and receives 
no funding from the school. Ben-
efits of sponsorship would include 
reducing the personal cost of new 
uniforms to the dancers, as well as 
increasing publicity. 
CD 
a. 
SEVERAL UPSWING DANCERS perform their 
routineduring halftime at a recent home basketball 
game. 
iPSwing finishes season at home games ­- 
BECKY BROWMNG 
Staff Writer 
UPSwing, the student organized 
dance team, concluded their season 
with halftime performances at both 
the men and women's basketball 
games last weekend. 
During the year, the team danced 
at several home games, featuring a 
modern, popular style dancing. 
"The style of our dances changes 
depending on the choreographer, 
but one of our main goals was al-
ways to pump-up the crowd with 
our dances. We have a great time," 
said freshman Becky Hayes. 
All UPSwing events are entirely 
student-led and organized. Return-
ing UPSwing members hold try 
outs open to all interested students 
Pierce meets with Trustees 
ulty earlier than that. 
ERIN SPECK 	 Other topics presented to the 
News Editor 	 Trustees included the NEH Chal- 
During the weekend of Feb. 15-
16, president Susan Resneck-Pierce 
met with the Trustees on a special 
retreat to discuss several current is-
sues, including recent nominations 
and decisions regarding tenure. 
However, as of today, Pierce re-
leased all of the information on her 
discussions with the Trustees, but 
denied to give the students informa-
tion on the record about the final-
ized list of professors to receive ten-
ure this year. This information is 
expected to be released to the stu-
dent body next week, even though it 
will be released to alumni and fac- 
fessorship known as the Lowry 
Wyatt National Endowment for the 
Humanities Distinguished Teaching 
Professorship, the selection of a 
commencement speaker, the Access 
to College Program, and the Com-
mittee on Information Technology. 
Pierce also discussed information 
about the achievements of specific 
UPS faculty members. 
These honors ranged from hav-
ing books published to serving on 
special committees in Washington 
D.C. to help prepare Al Gore and 
others for a space summit to discuss 
life nn M,r'D 
time, and summer employment/ 
interships with students. Anyone 
interested should bring several cop-
ies of their resumes with them. For 
more informaiton contact Leah 
Travis at x3337. 
The Faculty Women's Book 
Club has selected "Montana 1948" 
by Georgana Bond as their Febru-
ary selection. Georgana Bond will 
host the group's meeting at 1710 
Aurora Avenue South, Seattle, on 
February 26 at 7:30 p.m. The meet-
ing is open to the campus commu-
nity. For more information, contact 
Sandy Cousens at (206) 564-6396. 
ASUPS Cultural Events and 
ASUW Tacoma presents "Faces of 
America" on Monday, February 
24 at 8 p.m. in Kilworth Chapel. 
This theater vignette explores ra-
cial issues in America through the 
eyes of second generation immi-
grants in the United States. Admis-
sion is free with UPS ID. For more 
information, call x3316. 
The First Slater Museum Lec-
ture presents internationally re-
nowned environmentalist Dr. 
Norman Myers to speak on 
biodiversity and extinction. The 
author. of ten books and hundreds 
of articles on the environment, 
Myers lectures at universities all 
over the world. His speech will 
take place in Thompson 126 on 
Thursday, February 20, at 4 p.m. 
What generation do you think that you are a part of 
,iripl IAIII") 
Security Staff and Tacoma Police contacted two individuals attempt-
ing to sell stereo equipment from the back of a van on Union Avenue. 
The Security Patrol vehicle was maliciously damaged on two occa-
sions. Two doors on the drivers side were kicked in and several nights 
later a large rock was used to smash the windshield. 
Security contacted several students who were hosting a party in a 
University-owned house without a permit to serve alcohol. A non-
student was arrested by Tacoma Police for trespassing after he failed 
to cooperate and threatened a Security Officer. 
Security responded to a dispute on Union Avenue between several 
members of two fraternities. 
Security observed a vehicle being dri% en recklessly on, and causing 
damage to, Todd Field. 
"I 	 lieve that it is 
rnpo F  )ie to generalize an 
entire age group I am at 
college to fulfill m goab 
and to he a successful 
member of society. As 
these are not the qualities 
that define GenX, I have 
been mislabeled."  
- Katie Head 
I4Il 	 VWII7 
"Why do we even need 
to be labelled as a 
generation?" 
- Lord Weismantel 
"The age of Aquarius. This 
is the generation where we 
can wear our belihottorns, 
grow out our hair and 
groove to the music," 
- Marc Benson 
PhotoPoll by Kim Gugler 
Security responded to an altercation between a student and a visitor 
in the Marshall Hall. 
A non-student was arrested by Tacoma Police for being in posses-
sion of alcohol and for destruction of University property. Security 
detained the suspect after a staff member observed him breaking a 
window. 
Please contact Security Services at x33 13 if you have any informa-
tion about the incidents reported above. 
Walkers needed 
for MS event 
On April 12 and 13, the West-
ern Washington National Multiple 
Sclerosis Society will host the 
eighth Annual MS Walk for Mul-
tiple Sclerosis. 
On Saturday, April 12, the 
Tacoma MS Walk will begin at 
Point Defiance Park and the 
Lower Columbia MS walk will 
commense at Lake Sacajawea 
Park in Longview. 
On Sunday, the Seattle MS 
Walk begins on the shore of Lake 
Washington in Magnuson Park. 
All routes are fully supported with 
shorter, fully accessible route op-
tions, numerous rest stops, lunch, 
and entertainment. MS Walk 
Honorees will be present to greet 
walkers as they cross the finish 
line. 
Everyone is enouraged to bring 
words of hope and inspiration for 
the Wall of Hope, a display of 
messages about MS and the indi-
vidual people living with the daily 
challenges of this unpredictable 
disease. 
A minimum of $50 in pledges 
is required to be able to partici-
pate. For more information on 
walking or volunteering, call the 
MS Walk Hotline in Seattle at 
284-4236 or toll free 1-800-800-
7047. 
NEWS 
BRIEFS 
Jobs available 
in Alaska, parks 
Summer is just around the cor-
ner and according to Progressive 
Media Incorporated, now is the time 
to land a great job that will keep you 
out in the sun. 
Outdoor summer jobs are now 
avaliable with land tour companies, 
in the Alaska fishing industry, and 
in America's National Parks. Em-
ployers are currently accepting ap-
plications, and the time to begin the 
job search is now. 
For the past three summers, 
Christine Turnberg of Seattle has 
worked as a seasonal bus driver, 
driving the large coaches while sur-
rounded by breathtaking scenery. 
"It has been a great experience-
why else would I have returned to 
the same job three summers in a 
row? Being in a beautiful environ-
ment everyday is amazing. And 
you meet so many intesresting 
people and make really great 
friends," she said. 
For more information, call Eileen 
Garvin of Progressive Media toll 
free at 1-888-883-4574. 
Guterson to 
lecture March 8 
On Saturday March 8, The Ev-
ergreen State College will host 
David Guterson, author of the criti-
cally acclaimed novel "Snow Fall-
ing on Cedars." 
Winner of the PEN/Faulkner 
Award, Guterson's novel deals with 
Japanese-Americans during World 
War II. He discusses their relation-
ship to Caucasians while forced 
into a Japanese internment camp on 
a Puget Sound island. 
Sponsored by The Friends of The 
Evergreen State College Library, 
the reading will commence at noon 
in the Longhouse Education and 
Cultural Center. Guterson will host 
a book signing at 1 p.m. in the Li-
brary. Admission is $5 and will go 
on sale that Saturday at 11 a.m. 
Following Guterson's reading at 
noon, free readings will continue at 
the Main Stage on the Library Mez-
zanine. Presenters will include poet 
and translator Sam Hamill, founder 
of Copper Canyon Press; William 
Lang, author of "Confederacy of 
Ambition: William Winlock Miller 
and the Making of Washington Ter-
ritory"; and author Randall Platt. In 
addition, the Olympia Poetry Net-
work will present readings by its 
members from 1:15-2:15 p.m. and 
from 4-5 p.m. at the Poetry Gallery 
in the Library lobby. 
0 An evening of blues.#* 
CHIC STREET MAN plays a combination of blues 
and jazz for his audience in the Concert Hail on 
Valentin&s Day. This event was produced in 
conjunction with Black History Month. 
SLATER MUSEUM OPEN HOUSE 
AND LECTURE 
Come see the extensive collections in the Slater Mu-
seum of Natural History. Most of us don't even know 
of the existence of this campus resource, extensively 
used for both education and research. The collections 
include mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, fishes, 
insects, marine invertebrates, and all groups of plants. 
The museum, in Thompson 337, will be open to the 
campus community and the public from 5-9 p.m. on 
Thursday, 20 February, and from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. on 
Friday, 21 February. 
The First Slater Museum Lecture, to accompany the open 
house, presents Dr. Norman Meyers, internationally renowed 
environmentalist, who will speak on 
"Mass Extinction of Species: 
What We Can Do About It." 
PLACE: 126 Thompson Hall, University of Puget Sound 
campus. 
TIME: 4 p.m., Thursday, 20 February 1997 
Dr Meyers lectures at universities and consults with govern-
mental organizations all over the world. He has written 10 
books and hundreds of articles on the environment, its prob-
lems and solutions, and is a captivating lecturer. 
A 
SENIORS! 
COMMENCEMENT 
TICKET 
DISTRIBUTION 
February 24 - 28, 1997 
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
Student Accounts Office, 
Basement, Jones Hall 
Questions? Call 756-1491 
5. Hebie Hancock—Maiden Voyaqe (1965) BLue NOTe 
A lanwaRk izecoRôing. Fea'rwzing pive oRiginaL cowposmons by 
Hancock (incLuôing The haunTing TiTle Tune), ana some ex'rizaoizi-
navy soLo wok by PRe&ie HubbaRô anà GeoRge CoLewan. One OF 
The FineST aLbuws OF The posT-bop eRa. 
10. Sonny Rollins—Saxophone CoLossus (1956) ORiginal Jazz CLassics 
This aLIuw peawzes Sonny Rollins, one OF The WOST inventive 
iwpoviseizs in The hisToRy OF jazz. One OF The MOST inpluen'nal 
jazz RecoRaings OF all Tiwe. An unaispuTea wase piece. 
Jazz flowers despitte years of neglect 
NN 
Cmtis Jos 
Staff Writer 
As one of the few truly significant 
art forms to originate in America, 
jazz has not gone without its share 
of problems. Dating back to 
its conception as a 
form of music 
(circa 1898- 
1920, depend- \' 
ing on who you 
ask), it has been 
subjected to sharp 
criticism and bitter 
resentment by critics 
who refused to accept 
its status as art. 
While this asinine vic 
generally subsided in the 
1940s, jazz has since been 
subject to a syndrome that is perhaps 
even more detrimental to its cause: 
popular neglect. While jazz aficio-
nados occupy a small, secluded 
niche in today's music-listening 
world, it often seems that they are 
from another planet. Popular opin-
ion of today says that jazz is "too 
technical," "too confusing," or (I 
love this one) "too boring." While 
at first glance jazz may seem inac-
cessible to the average listener, it 
really only requires a willingness to 
open one's mind and ears to new 
sounds. 
Today there exists a common mis-
conception of the avid jazz fan. As 
saxophonist Joshua Redman ex-
plains, the stereotypical vision is of 
a person who "sits in dark towers, 
smokes a pipe, reads liner notes, and 
secludes himself from the outside 
world." While this description cer-
tainly fits the bill for a small percent-
age of jazz fanatics, it is hardly the 
case for all. For every fan who en-
joys transcribing John Coltrane so-
los, there are fifty who buy his 
records simply because they dig his 
sound. 
Jazz isn't really about confusing, 
technical terms like "flatted fifth," 
"tritone substitution," or "formulaic 
improvisation." Those are terms that 
some educators and musicians like 
to use to try and explain the art of 
jazz. In reality, those terms tend to 
scare off potential listeners. While 
you can analyze jazz from a techni-
cal standpoint ad infinitum, many 
jazz fans like to think (and rightly 
so) that the real beauty of jazz is 
something that is intangible; it hits 
you on an emotional, spiritual level. 
Jazz is a form of music, and 
should not occupy some segregated 
sphere apart from alternative, rap, 
r&b, or soul (hence, I am not at all 
embarrassed when I say that I love 
Tom Petty as much as John 
Coltrane). It's not that jazz doesn't 
possess unique stylistic differences 
that set it apart from other forms of 
music, but it certainly doesn't de-
serve praise based on technical merit 
alone. 
As the great trumpeter Booker 
Little once said, "My own feelings 
about the direction in which jazz 
should go are that there should be 
much less stress on technical exhi- 
bitionism and much more on emo- 
tional content." Indeed, too much 
emphasis has been placed on the 
technical side of jazz, and not the 
emotional, soulful side. 
\ Historically, this has 
0k
tended to alienate po-
\ tential jazz fans. In 
ct, it still does to 
:his day, and jazz 
has suffered be- 
cause of it. 
\ This need 
not be the 
)
case. At its 
core, jazz 
is about that 
)st essential hu-
:tion: dialogue. It 
is about musicians speaking their 
minds through their instruments, en-
gaging in such thorough self-explo-
ration that the listener can actually 
understand them on an emotional 
level. This kind of empathy does not 
require a degree in Jazz Studies from 
the Berkelee School of Music. Itde-
mands some degree of attention, but 
the rewards of conscious listening 
are plentiful indeed. Take just about 
any John Coltrane solo, for instance. 
3. Eiuc Dotphy—OUT To him 
Jnnovarive1 ounâLw.eakin 
one OF The MOST UniQue aLbuw 
all-sTaR Lineup tncLuaing Fie 
Tony WiLLiao,s. Peizhaps the 
gaizi3e. 
One need not know what he is do-
ing from a technical standpoint to 
understand—to hear—that he is 
searching for ways to speak through 
his saxophone: trying to formulate 
new ideas, relentlessly probing his 
soul. The same is true with all of 
the great jazz musicians—they all 
possess their own unique, individual 
voice on their instrument. Just as 
every person's voice has its own par-
ticular cadence, each jazz musician 
has his or her own unique 
sound. As 	 an 	 ex- 
ample, I 
coui& 
never 	 - 
mis- 
-. 	
-.--... 
t a k e 
ceral tone of Eric / 
Dolphy with the smooth, 
lascivious sound of Dexter Gordon, 
despite the fact that they both play 
9 BLue NOTe 
KTlzawzainalziLy WeUzi, This is 
~ISTOPY op jazz. FeaTuizing an 
thaz, Bobby HuTcheson ana 
saxophone. Similarly, it would be 
quite difficult to confuse t h e 
haunting, expansive style 
of pianist McCoy Tyner / 
with the simplistic / 
bluesy lines of Wynton / 'O(gp.. 
Kelly. The stylistic di- 
versity of jazz artisI 
creates genres within  
genres, making jazz 
a music with very 
few artistic bound- i 
anes. 
The relatively 
limitless scope ol 
jazz only increases its already 
broad appeal. Like all great 
artists, great jazz musicians 
/ never pigeonhole them- 
/ \clves. They are always look- 
ic down new avenues, explor- 
ing new styles, and constantly 
:' aluating themselves through 
Uieir music. As pianist Thelonious 
Monk once said, "Jazz and freedom 
go hand in hand." It is this associa-
tion with liberation through intense, 
searching exploration that makes 
jazz applicable to the human expe-
rience. The musical technicalities 
that it employs matter little in the  
grand scheme of things. As jazz pia- 
nist and composer Andrew Hill once 
mentioned in an interview, "Mu- 
sic is about emotion. 
Too many 
cats get 
o t'Nc,, 
	 trap 
/ techmcal that 
/ the emotions 
/ (lOfl't come 
/ through." True cq 	 / enough, jazz 
P1 	 musicians often 
• 	 get caught up in 
displays of techni- 
cal grandeur, forget-
ting that sini- plicity is often a bet-
ter alternative. It is felt by many sea-
soned jazz listeners, for instance, 
that Miles Davis could say more in 
a few notes than the average bebop 
trumpeter could say in several hun-
dred. After all, jazz—like all mu-
sic—is about emotion. Different 
kinds of music evoke varying 
moods, but it is arguable that no style 
of music brings out as many emo-
tions as does jazz. Good jazz comes 
from the soul, and just about any-
body can dig that. 
Miles Davis—Kind o1BLue (1959) CoLuo,bia 
One OF The secninal aLhuws in The hisToizy op jazz. Fea'ruizinq John 
ColTizane, Cannonball Aeizley, Bill Evans, anà WynTon Kelly. 
AbsoluTely essennaL. 
John CoL'nwne — Gzanr Sreps (1960) ATLainic 
CoL'rizane atonq wiTh vatous siôewen lflcl.IIL)Ifl(? T000y FLanagan, 
Ce&ziz WaL'ron, anô Paul Chaa,bezs. haTLU.ZeS soct'e OF  The WOST 
wpoIz'ranT runes in jazz, all wzirren by CoLnzane, incluôing GianT 
STeps, Cousin Max Naiwa, anàM. P.C. 
tp: 
Jafropw 
  
Fog Those wishinc TO STRT a jazz CD cotLecrion, The potLowinq LIST shoutà pizoviàe a qooa 
sTa!zT. The nao,e O The Leaàeg, TITLe OF The aLbuo, yeaiz IT was izecoizaea, anà zecoà Lal3eL 
ae pizoviàec po,z Qulcke!z zepeJzence. 
Duke ELLinqron— The Blanron- WebsTeR Band (1940-42) RCA! 
BLuebuzc 
Peizbaps The besT bana ThaT ELllngTon even rzecoizàeô WiTh, This 
rh,zee-aisc seT oa,zks The heighT op ELlingTon's cowposrnonaL Tal-
enTs. ALSO noTewoRThy poiz The appeaance OF seveRaL Billy 
STRayholzn runes incLuainq "Johnny Cowe LaTely" anâ "Chelsea 
BRIôge." 
Chaides Mznqus—The B/Ark Sainr and The Sinnen Lady (1963) 
1wpuLse! 
A pe RFecT innzoaucnon TO ' thewusic OF ChaRLes Minqus. Epic in 
plzopolz'rlons, cowpose Mingus once aescRib& IT as "baLleT wusic." 
Linkea TogeTheR in six wovewens an3 peauing aeaTh-oepyzng (ana 
sowe'riwes 4is'ru1zbing) aizlzangeo'enTs, This IS a TRULy classicalbuw. 
keST exaw pie or The 1 960s avanT- 8. Cannonball Aaaeiztey — Socierhrn' ELse (1958) Blue NOTe 
Miles Davis neai.Ly sTeaLs The show on This 1ncReIble albuoi, 
RecoIzLea abouT one Year keoize Kzm3 or Blue 
4 BiLL Evans TRIO—WaLTZ yox Dc/thy (1961) OiginaL Jazz Classics 
The BiLL Evans Tgio kecolzàeô This ÔaTe Live aT The pawe3 VilLoce 9 TheLonious Monk — The Besr oy rhe BLue Nore Yea,'s (1947-52) 
Van guaizà in New Yoizk A TRuly beauTipul izecoizôing FeaTuRml
, 
 Blue Note 
Evans on piano, Scorr LaFaRo on bass, ana Paul MoTian on )izur,s. 	 PeRhaps The beST tnTRoaucTlon TO The wilà, aewenTea woizLô OF 
One OF The MOST inpLuenTlal TRIO PecoR3inqs in The hisToRy op 1 azz 	 Moik s wusic 
I 7:00 Nightly. 7:00 & 9:10 Fri and Sat JL 	 Sat. & Sun. matinee © 4:30 5 	 Adults: $4. 00 -Seniors and 16 & under: $3.00 Mats nee $3.00 & $2.00 10 LI 
• Two 5-week sessions 
• More than 75 quality 
education courses 
• French Immersion 3-week 
Program 
• College Preview High School 
• Pont-Aven Art ProgiW 
For information: 
The American University of Paris 
Summer Programs, Box S-4 
60 East 42nd St., Suite 1463 
New York, New York 10165 
Tel. (212) 983.1414 
Fax (21 2) 983-0444 
Web site -http://www.aup.fr  
AccredMd by the Middle States Assodaon Email - Summer@aup.fr 
Thornton aims high, scores 
with twisted 'Sling Blade' 
ARLO PELEGRIN 
Staff Writer 
You may remember Billy Bob 
Thornton from his role as a hot-
blooded, chattering killer in Carl 
Franklin's "One False Move." You 
may also have a vague recollection 
of him as a foul-mouthed gambler 
q.MOVIL 
r§4; REVIEW' 
from "Tombstone." You might rec-
ognize him from the dozens of bit 
parts he's played in various B-mov-
ies throughout the '8 Os. But none of 
these will prepare you for the amaz-
ing performance Thornton gives as 
mentally-ill Karl Childers in "Sling 
Blade." 
Thornton, who also wrote and di-
rected "Sling Blade," plays a man 
who has spent most of his life in a 
hospital for the criminally insane in 
Arkansas. The movie begins on the 
day of his release: after 25 years, the 
doctors have deemed him "well" 
again. 
Journalism students arrive at the 
hospital to interview him, and he 
speaks for the first time in the movie 
in a low, guttural hillbilly accent 
punctuated with "I reckon" and 
"ayuh" at the end Of every sentence. 
It's difficult to listen to his tortured 
voice, but the story he begins to 
weave is chilling: after a childhood 
spent in a shed away from the rest 
of his family, he murdered his 
mother and her lover with a tool 
called a sling blade. 
Upon release, Karl returns to his 
hometown, where a local mechanic 
gives him a job repairing lawn-
mowers and he strikes up a friend-
ship with a boy named Frank. The 
friendship is peculiar but endear-
ingly genuine, and Karl becomes 
fiercely protective of Frank, whose 
father has been dead for some time. 
Frank's mother is caught between 
the attentions of two men: her ho-
mosexual boss Vaughn, who is con-
cerned with her well-being, and her 
abusive, power-hungry boyfriend 
Doyle. 
Doyle, a surprising turn for actor! 
musician Dwight Yoakam, feels en-
croached upon by everyone, and 
manifests his unease by setting up a 
Iloyle, a sllrprisin4f turn 
1w' 11wiibt foakaiji, feels 
eneroacheti upon by 
ereivoiie, iiiio'inanifests 
his unease bysettin up a 
iIentlesspsycboloiical 
attacL 
relentless psychological attack 
against all involved. 
The boy Frank, longing for a fa-
ther, cannot adapt to Doyle's con-
stant overshadowing presence, nor 
can he reconcile the gulf between 
Vaughn's affection for the mother 
and his homosexuality. It's at this 
point that the real conflict begins. 
The story is shown exclusively 
from Karl's vantage, as he stops and 
stares at everything that confronts  
him in the bizarre, big free world. 
The audience picks up on the social 
subtleties and confusions that de-
velop around Frank's household, but 
Karl approaches and interprets every-
thing with slow simplicity. 
Thornton received an Oscar nomi-
nation for BestActor, and in my opin-
ion, he richly deserves to win. An 
unrecognizable John Ritter also ap-
pears, proving that he is indeed ca-
pable of fine acting. A cameo by Rob-
ert Duvall and a babbling J.T. Walsh 
in the most appropriate role he's ever 
played round out a superbly realistic 
rural Arkansas cast. A haunting mu-
sical score by Daniel Lanois ampli-
fies the emotional impact of the story. 
This movie is definitely worth the 
time commitment involved in driv-
ing to Seattle. Of course nobody is 
going to pass up "The Empire Strikes 
Back" this weekend, but "Sling 
Blade" is far and above any of the 
hackneyed star-vehicles the 
industry's been begging us to go see. 
"Sling Blade" has reaffirmed my 
faith that there are still folks out there 
making real quality films. 
**** 
* Movie Review Rating System 
5 stars: the highest rating, a clas- 
sic and powerfuiflim. 
4 stars: put this one on your week-
end list of things to do. 
3 stars: enjoyable, entertaining, 
worth the matinee price. 
2 stars: usually an exercise in for-
mulaic drollery; no surprises here. 
I star: takes advantage of the 
audience s trust thatfilms are made 
to entertain. 
Pflt VoRr 0110 C Dovrco to w0fk 
I .— ______ 	 - 	 __ $2.5_B illionivate1y held company with annual growt__20% 
ovet'the past 10 years is seeki rig professional career-oriented 
individuals to join our managcrnent team. Our ENTRY-LEVEL 
mangement training program has immediate openings for candidates 
who are competitive, team oriented, and have an interest in customer 
service, sales and marketing. 
With our classroom and hands-on training you will learn all aspects 
of running a business. Promotions are 100% from within & based 
soley on performance. Outstanding performers reach management 
in 1-2 years, earning $3Q4j)k. First year guarantee $23k plus 
excellent benefits. 	 - 
Ad*$ 	 Positions available statewide. Qualified candidates will have: 	 140 
•BAIBS (preferred, any major) 
I 	 •Strong communication skills 	 7 
1 	 •Desire to aggressively pursue a position in management. I 
•Equal Opportunity Employer 
(j-Campus Interviews 
Tues, 	 'niber 5th 
Informational meeting Mon. November 4th CUB 216, 5pm 
00, 
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Make-Up bring revolution 
with whole lotta yeh-yeh 
• Make-Up - 
TED SPAS 
Music Reviewer 
EVERY PAGE SHOULD 
EXPLODE, EITHER BECAUSE 
OF ITS PROFOUND GRAVITY, 
OR ITS VORTEX, VERTIGO, 
NEWNESS, ETERNITY, OR 
BECAUSE OF ITS STAGGERING 
ABSURDITY, THE ENTHUSI- 
ASM OF ITS PRINCIPLES..." 
—TRISTAN TZARA, "DADA 
MANIFESTO 1918" 
I HEAR A LOT OF PEOPLE 
OUT THERE SAYIN' 'YEAH' TO 
ME." - IAN SVENONIUS, 
THE MAKE-UP 
There's a righteous fire across the 
land tonight, lighting the way 
through the cold and the dark, guid-
ing and inspiring like a pre-millenial 
Will 0' The Wisp. Blessed are all 
The Kids, basking in the communal 
glow that is The Gospel Yeh-Yeh 
Sound. This is the sound, and these 
are the preachers, for one night only: 
The Make-Up! Let's hear it for them, 
The Make-Up, come ON! 
Do we even deserve a revolution-
ary squad of their caliber? The an-
swer must be, can ONLY be, 
"Yeah!" If we did NOT deserve it, 
would The Make-Up (shrewd judges 
of character, and all other things as 
well) continue to strive for our en-
lightenment night after night? 
Of course not. We've earned 
their love. We've been pushed 
down, compressed, hassled, op-
pressed. The Man tried to silence 
us in the freezing air of the city 
streets, but we held firm, brothers 
and sisters, passing whispered tales 
of Gospel Frenzy from lip to 
bruised lip. Hear the message, chil- 
REILE 
 
dren: "We can't be contained" (Af-
ter Dark, Chapter 5). 
Recorded live in London, After 
Dark is the second full-length 
document of The Make-Up phe-
nomenon, and it delivers on all pos-
sible counts. This is soul music via 
punk rock, a frenzied spiritual 
workout for your entire being. This 
is karate kicks and action 
jumpsuits. This is a religion of 
earthly transformation, calling on 
the young lambs to "off the pigs 
in—all their forms." This is motion 
and light, love and passion, this is 
the best damn live band on the 
PLANET. 
This is revolution, pure and 
simple, room-by-room. Taking 
their message to the streets, The 
Make-Up convert one dance hall at  
a time to their "liberation theology," 
tearing off the shackles of modern 
life with the force of a lover's kiss. 
These cats are the epitome of charm 
thanking the opening bands, the hai 
they're playing in, the audience. 
EACH OTHER, and then kickin 
down ALL the walls because thc 
cannot stand back and watch 
world go down without a fight 
This is brand new fire injected i 
all the old favorites ("Here Comc 
The Judge," "R U A Believer") and 
double fistfuls of bracing new hits 
("Can I Hear You Say Yeah," "Blue 
is Beautiful"). 
The Make-Up are an adrenaline 
shot to the heart of a society over-
dosed on spectacle. Give them a 
chance to save your souls, children. 
BUY the album, HEAR the sound. 
SEE them live (especially do this, oh 
yes... they'll change your life, I'm 
NOT exaggerating). Let Love In. 
Can I hear you say "yeahT 
YEAH! 
After Dark 
1 
Have Your IS Career Take Off With Airborne Express! 
At Airborne Express we utihze technology to solve customer needs while delivering career opportunities! Airborne Express, one of the fastest growing overnight express carriers in the business, provides door-to-door 
express delivery of small packages and documents throughout the United States and to over 183 countries worldwide. Airborne also acts as an international and domestic freight forwarder for shipments of any size. 
Ocean Services, third Party Warehousing and International Trade Zone designations, position Airborne to be a complete logistics provider for Fortune 1000 companies. 
Entry Level Information 
Systems Careers 
Our aggressive and creative use of mainframe, distributed, and PC 
technologies enable Airborne Express to customize solutions to meet 
our customers growing business needs. The only thing growing foster 
could be you! 
Exciting Training 
Our comprehensive four-month Information Systems training pro-
gram offers you the opportunity to gain the Airborne Experience 
that will position you to develop and support innovative applica- 
tions usinQ varied platforms and technologies. Technolnn' 
used include: COBOL/IBM Mainfrn, , 
 acie/UNlX, 
Windows/C-i--i-, 1,1;&ual Basic, Interactive Voice Response, and 
0 wide vutlety of PC development and database tools. Its a 
great way to begin your Information Systems career!  
Majors and Qualifications 
We are looking for innovative problem solvers to help grow Airborne's 
and our clients' business and logistics needs by using the wide votlety of 
technologies available to our Information Systems department. A 
Bachelor's or Muster's degree in Business or Information Systems is 
required by July, 1997. You must also have taken a course in at least 
one programming cioss, or hove n demonstrated aptitude for computer 
languages. Excel ent oral and written communlcution ski! 
required. 
ivorIdwide Headquarters 
We have 8 Associate Programmer/Analyst positions available at our 
woddwide corporate headquarters in downtown Seattle. All positions are 
salatled full time, and employment begins July, 1997. 
Apply Now 
Airborne Express will be on campusor interviews Febwory 24. To apply, 
take your resume to the Academic and Career Advising Office and sign-
up for an interview. You may also send your resume to: Airborne 
Express, IS Recruiteç 3101 Western Avenue, Seattle, WA 98121. 
Email (ASCII text only please): lic.©airbomne-express.com . 
For oddit', 	 ommaflon call lisa Reinitz, IS Recruiter, 286-4268. 
Equal Opportunity Employer. 
Visit our Web Site at: 
www.airborne-express.com  
AIRBORNE 
EXPRESS 
Round Trip 
Courier Air Fares!! 
London $99 * Mex $150 * Rio $250 * Madrid $245 * Paris $200 * 
C. Rica$2l5 * Tokyo$390 *H.Kong$400 * Rome$250 * Sydney$460 
Bangkok $420 
AIR COURIER 
INTERNATIONAL 
800-298-1230 24 HOURS 
Preparation from 
featuring... 
• 36 hours of in-class teaching 
• four fully proctored exams 
• additional help sessions 
• instructor -- Steven Klein 
• free application advising 
• Price - - $595 
Call ijow for more information 
on the LSAT, GRE or GMAT 
Next GRE class begins February 17 
ext LSAT classes begin April 5,9, & 10' 
I _P P IY 	 20-27FEBRUARy,1997 Iftw 
 A R T 	 Song at the Rialto Theater. Tickets 	 Grease at the Pantages Theater at 	 Square. For tickets and show times 
are $5. For show times and more 
	 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $23 - $40. For 	 call 272-2145. info call cQl.cRQA 
FILMS 
21 -23 Feb- Campus films presents 
Soul of the Game in Mc 003. Film 
times are 7:00 & 9:30 p.m. on 21 & 
22 Feb and 6:00 & 8:30 p.m. on 23 
Feb. Admission is $1 with UPS ID. 
25 Feb - The Honors Program 
present The Road Warrior in Mc 
003 at 7:30 p.m. Admission is free. 
MUSIC 
21 -22 Feb - The University's 
Opera Theater presents Cosi Fan 
Tutte in English in the Concert Hall 
at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $6 for 
students. For more info call x341 9. 
27 Feb - Country singer/songwriter 
Teresa sings in Marshall Hall at 
7:00 p.m. Admission is free to UPS 
students. For more info call x341 9. 
20 -23 Feb - Kittredge Gallery 
features artists Ellen Garvens and 
Mark Mueller. Gallery hours are 
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Mon - Fri 
and 1:00 - 4:00 p.m. on Sun. 
Admission is free. For more info call 
x331 0. 
26 Feb -30 Mar - Kittredge Gallery 
features painters Jim Phalen and 
Ann Gail Admission is free. For 
more info call x3310. 
FILMS 
21-25 Feb - The Rialto Film Guild 
presents Walkabout at the Rialto 
Theater. Tickets are $5. For show 
times and more info call 591-5894. 
27 Feb - 3 Mar - The Rialto Film 
Guild presents Super Fly and 
Sweet Sweetback's Baadassss 
THEATER 
20 Feb -2 Mar - Caryn Horowitz 
presents Making Porn at the 
Theater Off Jackson in Seattle. 
Tickets are $20. For more info call 
781-6644. Warning: Contains 
nudity and strong language. 
20 Feb -2 Mar - Tacoma Musical 
Playhouse presents The Boyfriend 
at Narrows Theater at 8:00 p.m on 
Fridays & Saturdays, and 2:00 
p.m. on Sundays. Tickets are $10 
for students. For more info call 565-
6TMP. 
21 -22 Feb - OPM presents OPM 
vs.Cupidat Freehold Theater in 
Seattle at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are $7 
for students. For more info call 725-
8642. 
25 Feb - The BCPA presents 
more info caii o I 
MUSIC 
20 -21 Feb - Ashley Macisaac 
plays at the Showbox Theater in 
Seattle at 9:00 p.m. on 20 Feb and 
8:00 p.m. on 21 Feb. 
21 Feb - The Tacoma Symphony 
Orchestra and Davida Kagen 
perform An Evening of Mahler and 
Mozart at the Pantages Theater at 
8:00 p.m. Tickets are $14 - $28. For 
more info call 272-7264. 
22 Feb - The Tudor Choir presents 
French Renaissance at the Holy 
Rosary Catholic Church in Seattle 
at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are $10 for 
students. For more info call 633-
5018. 
22 Feb -9Mar-The Tacoma 
Actor's Guild presents To Kill a 
Mockingbird at the Theater on the 
24 Feb - Downset Earth Crisis 
plays at the RKCNDY in Seattle at 
8:00 p.m. Tickets are $8 in 
advance. 
ARTS 
20 Feb -30 Mar - The Tacoma Art 
Museum presents Catalan Masters 
of the 20th Centuty featuring works 
by Picasso, Dali and Miro. Tickets 
are $4 for students. For exhibit 
dates and times call 292-ARTS. 
EVENTS 
22 -23 Feb - The Foundation for 
Inner Development offers medita-
tion instructions at 1:00 p.m. 
Instruction takes place at the Anna 
Lemon Wheelock Library on 22 Feb 
and at the University Place Library 
on 23 Feb. The event is free and 
open to the public. For more info 
call 759-4870. 
'I lTL'!I Associate Attorney  
We have two cars that must be sold Medium-sized Easter WA firm seeks 
Ir The Puget Sound Trail Classifieds 
1995 Mustang convertible, 23k, blue 
-1996 HondaAccord, 17k, tan. Both 
in great condition. $9,000 for both or 
$5,000 each. Moving overseas at end 
of month. Call (206) 752-4363 
RAISE UP TO $1250 IN ONE 
WEEK! GREEKS, CLUBS, MOTI-
VATED INDIVIDUALS. EASY - 
NO FINANCIAL OBLIGATION. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION: (800) 
862-1982 EXT. 33 
IManagenien t -fn ternshipsF 
Manage your own business next sum-
mer. Last year the average manager 
earned $10 1-087. If you feel that you 
have leadership attitude to mange 
your peers please call College Pro 
Painters at 822-3388. 
htt:\\www.collegepro.com . 
Make $$ helping the environment. 
Flexible hours available. Call for 
interview: 588-9664, ask for Mindy. 
Available immediately. 
1uu1' Counselors  
Female and male camp counselors 
needed for outstanding Maine camps! 
Each located on magnificent 
lakefront setting with exceptional fa-
cilities. Over 100 positions at each 
camp for heads and assistants in ten-
nis, basketball, volleyball, soccer, la-
crosse, golf, field hockey, swimming, 
sailing, canoeing, water-skiing, ar-
chery, weight training, athletic trainer, 
journalism, photography, woodwork-
ing, ceramics, crafts, fine arts, dance, 
nature study, backpacking, rock 
climbing, horseback riding, ropes 
course. Also looking for secretaries, 
maintenance, kitchen. Camp dates 
approx. June 21-Aug 21. Room and 
board, travel allowance, salary based 
on qualifications and experience. 
WOMEN-CAMP VEGA, P0 BOX 
1771, Duxbury, MA 02332, 1-800-838-
VEGA. MEN-CAMP TAKAJO, 525 
East 72nd Street, 25th Floor, NEW 
York, NY 1021, 1-800-409-CAMP. 
individual with minimum 2 years ex-
perience in commercial transaction 
and litigation matters. Salary depen-
dent upon qualifications and experi-
ence. Please send resume to Thomas 
R. Luciani, Stamper, Rubens, Stalker 
& Smith P.S. West 720 Boone Suite 
200 Spokane, WA 99201 
TEACHUENGLISH 
 
Teach English in Eastern Europe: 
Prague, Budapest, Krakow. How 
would you like teach basic conversa-
tional English in Eastern Europe? Our 
materials profile many rewarding 
teaching opportunities with great ben-
efits, including information on: travel 
preparations & finding accommoda-
tions, getting around in major cities, 
contacting schools that hire native 
English speakers, developing your 
qualifications. For more info, call: 
(206) 971-3680 Ext. K60891. 
Northend 
Unfurnished 3 bdrm house, fully car-
peted, fireplace, W/D hookup, garage. 
$750 a month. Located at 3809 N 21st. 
Call 759-3097. 
uSummer fil u . 
EAST COAST SUMMER JOBS-
COUNSELORS & STAFF BOYS 
SPORTS CAMP/MASS. TOP SAL-
ARY RM/BD/LAUNDRY, TRAVEL 
ALLOWANCE. MUST HAVE 
SKILLS IN ONE OF THE FOLLOW-
ING ACTIVITIES: Archery, Baseball, 
Basketball, Drums, Football, Golf, 
Guitar, Ice Hockey, Lacrosse, Life-
guard, Nature, Nurses, Photography, 
Piano, Pool, Rocketry, Rollerblading, 
Ropes, Sailing, Scuba, Secretary, Soc-
cer, Tennis, Track, Video, Waterski, 
Windsurfing, Weights, Wood, Year-
book. Call or write: Camp Winadu, 
2255 Glades Rd., Suite 406E, Boca 
Raton, FL 33431, (800) 494-6238. 
Recruiter will be on campus 
Date: Thursday, Feb 20, Wed., March 
5. Time: 1Iam-2pm 
Place: Wheelock Center 
STOP BY - No appointment needed. 
Northend TIDel uxe L iving  
2 bdrm with full size w/d. Fireplace, 
dishwasher, patio/balcony, with pri-
vate storage and 1 & 1/2 bath avail-
able. Orchard Ridge 5111 S. 12th 
St. 756-2080 or 472-RENT 
$99 MOVE-IN SPECIAL 
Northend  
Heat & hot water paid, controlled 
access entrance & laundry facilities 
available. On quiet residential 
street. $275 - 23 10 South 10th St. 
Call 627-1854 or 472-RENT 
Mention this ad for student discounts 
I tTi UDistrict 
 
1&2 bdrm, D/W, disposal, con-
trolled access entrance, off-street 
parking. W/D in 2 bdrm. Maples 
Apts. 315 N.J St. 383-3554 or472-
RENT Rent from a UPS Alum 
Student Financial Services has infor -
mation on 3,400+ public & private 
sector funding sources. A MUST 
FOR ANYONE SEEKING FINAN-
CIAL AID! For information, call: 
1-800263-6495 ext. F60894. 
H istoricalriu I1TN 
2 bdrm, 1&1/2 bath, FtP, walk-in 
closet, D/W, disposal, controlled ac-
cess entrance, covered prkg & eleva-
tor. WrightsApts. 812 S. K St. 
572-4235 or 472-RENT 
Mention this ad for student discount 
Northend 
1&2 bdrm, hot water pd. Cute 
courtyard with pool. Huge private 
balcony/patio w/semi-fenced 
yard. Olympic Manor Apts. 7301 N. 
6th Ave. 565-8096 or 472-RENT 
$99 move-in special! 
iIiTTU IThFii ut4Area 
1 & 2 bdrm 3 floorplans to choose 
from. DW, patio/balcony, covered 
parking available. Deluxe 
floorplans include fullsize w/d, 
utility room & fireplace. Close to 
UPS, Hwy 16 & Westgate 
shopping center. Tacoma Garden 
Apts. 5802 N. 33rd. Str. #102 
759-6827 or 472-RENT 
Wanger Hangar • Cock Dock • Gonad Goggles • Cock Cap • Freudian Slip . Relative Preventative • Surge Protector • Insecurity Blanket • Ha 
I 	 VcItio!341 
The c!oidozn 
Condoms come in different. 
SHAPES: 	 Condoms can be smooth, form fit or flared contoured, smooth or ribbed, and with plain or reservoir tips. Some 
condoms are made to offer extra sensation such as the ribbed or "French Tickler" variety. The latter type is recognized 
as what appears to be a condom with a sea anenome on its tip. 
Q 
.2 
I 
0 
c) 	 COLORS: 	 Condoms can be found in any color of the rainbow and then some. G 	 can be used for Star 
Wars-like battle scenes. 
PRIcEs: 	 Condoms vary 	 $30 to $4.00 a piece. They can be purchased from drug stores, health clinics and vending 
machines. Mar 	 s offer free condor 
FLAVORS: 	 Fruit, 	 be said? 
how to 1Ie a Cori4ozn 
It is important to follow directions for proper condom use 
because improper use can result in condom breakage or sperm 
spillage. 
Talk with your partner first. Discussing feelings and 
needs in reagards to condom use may make it much 
easier for you both. 
Open the condom package carefully. Do not use teeth, 
finger nails, scissors or other sharp objects as you can 
puncture the condom. 
If not already lubricated, lubricate. Adding a generous drop in the tip of the condom can increase sensation for the wearer without 
creating slippage. 
Pinch the tip of the condom and place on the head of the penis. Pinching leaves room for semen to collect after ejaculation. 
Unroll the condom so it covers the entire penis. Smooth out any air bubbles that may have formed. Air bubbles can cause tearing. 
Do your thing. 
After ejaculation, the penis should be withdrawn while still erect. Hold the base of the condom to prevent spillage while gently 
pulling out. Throw the condom away. Never, under any circumstances, reuse a condom. 
Rectsions for Condom TIRe 
PREGNANCY: Condoms prevent semen from entering the vagina and therefore from reaching the female egg. If a pregnancy is undesirable to 
a couple this is an easy way to avoid it. Condoms are best for teens and young adults not wanting to use other methods such as birth control 
pills or sterilization methods. 
SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASES: Condoms prevent two things from happening. 1) It blocks semen and 2) it prevents skin to skin 
contact. The HIV virus is passed when bodily fluids such as semen and blood are exchanged. The condom doesn't allow semen to be passed 
and also minimizes contact with cuts or lesions. HIV is incurable and leads to AIDS which eventually leads to death. 
Mister Log's Sex Hat . Cocking Stocking • Quicker Picker Upper • Bone Bonnet • Pregnot • Restrictive Headgear • Dick Dike • Boner Binder. Dork 
SUMMER JOBS 
COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS IS HIRING OUTLET MANAGERS 
FOR SEATTLE, EASTSIDE, TACOMA AND OLYMPIA 
INFORMATION SESSION 
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 20TH 
6:30 PM IN MCINTYRE 206 
= Gain Valuable Leadership Skills 
=Boost Your Resume 
=>Earn $$for your effort 
All majors and classes are welcome! 
Come check it out 
Refreshments will be served 
(Application deadline is February 24th!) 
Cardigan • Little Red Riding Hood .Third Leg Trouser • Cock-a-Doodle-Don't • Slip n' Slide Slip Inside • Jock Jacket • Dick Bra 
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When used correctly and consistently, condoms can be 97 percent 
effective against pregnancy and STD's. Coupled with other birth control 
methods effectiveness can increase to near 100 percent. Proper use can 
increase effectiveness so it is helpful if both you and your partner know 
how to use one. Practice putting a condom on yourself or certain fruits 
or vegetables (the latter is best for those who lack the necessary 
equipment) before using one during intercourse. 
If your partzer is resistatt 
The following are examples of potential conversation pieces..... 
Your partner: "I'm on the pill, you don 't need a condom." 
You: "I'd like to use it anyway. We'll both be protected from infections 
we may not realize we have." 
YP: "I'm a virgin." 
Y: "I'm not. This way we'll both be protected." 
YP: "This is an insult! Do you think I'm some filthy disease-ridden slut 
(gigolo)?!" 
Y: "I didn't say or imply that. I care for you but in my opinion it's best to 
use a condom." 
YP: "I don 't have a condom with me." 
Y. "Ido." 
Oppoitioxa 
THE CATHOLIC CHURCH: The Catholic Church has been largely 
instrumental in opposition to condom use because of the religious belief 
that birth control methods should not be used. The Pope and the Vatican 
have enormous influence and many Catholics adhere to their guidelines. 
OTHERS: Some people are opposed to the actions of the Condom 
Campaign, claiming it targets teens and encourages sexual activity at 
this young age. "The ad campaign... promotes sexual intercourse in a 
variety of ways... as romantic, casual, recreational or just as a hot-n-fun 
activity. Conspicuously absent in the CDC ad scripts are four sober and 
profound words upon which Western Civilization was built, 'Will you 
marry me?" (From "Whatever Happened to 'Will You Marry Me?" by 
Judith A. Reisman, Ph.D.) Some believe it is impossible to have 
responsible, safe sex outside the bounds of marriage. 
Another concern with the CDC stems from the belief that the 
main HIV spreading group is homosexuals. Roger Warren author of Gay 
Baja claims homosexuals are not condom consumers and are not 
responsible with sexual activity. This belief supports the idea then that a 
campaign promoting condom use for young heterosexuals is unnecessary. 
YP: "None of my other boyfriends use a condom. A real man 
isn't afraid." 
Y: "Please don't compare me to them. A real man cares about 
the woman he dates, himself and about their relationship." 
YP: "Just this once." 
Y: "Once is all it takes." 
YP: "You carry a condom around with you? You were planning 
to have sex with me! 
Y: "I always carry one with me because I care about myself. I 
have one with me tonight because I care about myself" 
Propoient 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD: "The mission of Planned 
Parenthood of Western Washington is to ensure that all people in 
our communities can make informed choices about reproductive 
and sexual health. We will: advocate to preserve the fundamental 
right to reproductive self determination; offer high quality, cost-
effective clinical services and provide educational services to 
foster understanding of human sexuality and promote responsible 
behavior." 
Their mission statement exemplifies the purpose of 
National Condom Week. Some Planned Parenthoods have been 
participating in NCW since it began in 1978, while Planned 
Parenthood participation has occured on a national level for two 
years. 
U.S. TAXPAYER'S COoM CAMPAIGN: This campaign pays 
for the production and airing of condom television advertisements. 
Its purpose is to educate the public on condom use and the risks 
involved in unsafe sex. Because of the large number of television 
viewers in the U.S., this campaign has incredible potential. 
+ By Dianna Woods 
•Penal Pullover • Peter Purse . Anti-Proliferation Device • Gonad Girdle • French Letter • Mr. Happy's Business Suit • Rumpled Stiltskin 
LOGG R SPORTS M,,4 
W KLY 
NCIC Overall GB 
Pacific 
Lewis & Clark 
Whitworth 
Pacific Lutheran 
Willamette 
Linfield 
George Fox 
Puget Sound 
Whitman 
11-3 17-5 I 
9-4 17-4 1.5 
9-5 16-6 2 
9-5 14-8 2 
8-6 10-12 3 
6-8 8-14 5 
5-10 7-15 6.5 
3-11 9-14 8 
3-11 7-15 8 
NCIC Women'sBasketball 
NCIC Overall GB 
Puget Sound 
Pacific Lutheran 
George Fox 
Wiliamette 
Whitworth 
Lewis & Clark 
Pacific 
Linfield 
Al 71. 
13-1 18-4 / 
11-3 15-7 2 
10-5 14-8 3.5 
9-5 12-10 4 
8-6 12-10 5 
6-7 7-13 6.5 
4-10 5-17 9 
1-13 4-17 12 
111 A1Q 1 1) 
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(Through Feb. iS) 
So we live in the shadow of the world's most dangerous volcano, eh? Should Rainier blow, at least the Logger women's basketball team 
can say they have beat the Lutes in all three match-ups this year. The latest win gave the Loggers the top seed in the NCIC playoffs, so 
maybe the mountain can wait a few weeks. Should we be showered with deadly falling ash, at least the Logger tennis team will be in the 
sheltered confines of the Pavilion, carrying out their 1997 season. Remember, stock up on SUB bagels. 
Loggers clinch league9  s top seed 
CAUGHT IN A BIND, Kasa Tupua challanges a pair of 
Lute defenders in the Loggers' 71-58 win on Thesday. 
In their first year in the NCIC, the 
UPS women's basketball team has 
wasted no time in earning the regu-
lar season conference title. 
Even better, the clincher was a 71-
58 win over rival Pacific Lutheran 
on Tuesday night at Pacific Lutheran 
University's OlsonAuditorium, giv-
ing the Loggers a 3-0 record against 
the Lutes on the year. 
The win moves the Loggers to 13-
I in conference play, two full games 
ahead of the second-place Lutes. 
After road games against Whitworth 
and Whitman this weekend, the Log-
gers will host a first-round NCIC 
playoff game next Wednesday at 
7:00 p.m. against the conference's 
fourth-place team, currently 
Willamette. 
Tuesday's win resulted from the 
Loggers' ferocious second-half 
charge, in which they erased the 
Lutes' 30-26 halftime lead. 
"We talked (at halftime) about a 
cus on all five players, and we don't 
care who has the ball. Playing as a 
team is much more important." 
Puget Sound's 45 second-half 
points was a stark contrast to the first 
half, where the Loggers shot just 9-
for-29 from the field for 31 percent. 
Kristina Goos headed the Logger 
offense in the game's later half, scor-
ing 20 of her game-high 26 points. 
Kelly Kaiser scored half of her 20 
points in the second half and helped 
the tenacious Logger defense with 
eight steals for the game. 
The Lutes trailed 58-54 with 5:30 
remaining, but the Loggers ended 
the game on a 13-4 run to seal it. 
Goos scored two of her four 3-point-
ers in the game's final six minutes 
to open the lead, but Tuesday's per-
formance was a team effort indeed. 
Erin Peterson's 3-pointer put the 
Loggers ahead 65-56 with two-and-
a-half minutes left, and Kara Mor-
gan spearheaded the Logger's re- 
ge that 
lame's 
Should the Loggers face 
Willamette in the conference play-
offs, they could be in for a battle. 
Saturday night at the Fieldhouse, 
Puget Sound edged the Bearcats 77-
75 on Erin Peterson's 10-foot jumper 
with one second remaining. After 
falling behind 36-23 at halftime, the 
Loggers exploded for 54 second-half 
points, including seven points in the 
game's final 39 seconds. 
Trailing 75-72, Kasa Tupua ex-
ecuted a conventional three-point 
play. Her made free throw tied the 
game with 30 seconds left. After a 
Bearcat turnover with eight seconds 
remaining, Dulcey Crabbe found 
Peterson at the top of the lane for a 
the winning basket. 
Saturday's win came on the heels 
of Friday night's 73-67 win over 
Linfield at home. Tupua led the Log-
gers with 21 points on 8-12 shoot-
ing from the field. Goos added 17 
points and 10 rebounds. 
MICAR RICE 	 team effort, running the offense and bounding and defensive char 
Sports Editor 	 setting some screens," said Logger kept the Lutes quiet in the 
coach Beth Bricker. "We try to fo- final minutes. 
Weekend losses close home 
season for men's basketball 
KAREN KIM 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The injury plagued Logger men's 
basketball team played the entire 
second half without the services of 
their point guard Corey Van Lith in 
Friday night's 83-73 loss against 
Linfield. 
Van Lith suffered an anlde injury 
in the second half that may put him 
out of the season's final two games. 
Puget Sound built a 20-point lead 
early in the game and looked like 
they were on their way to an easy 
victory. Hitting 47 percent from the 
field, the Loggers were hot and 
started to runaway with the lead with 
less than ten minutes left in the half. 
But the Wildcats would not suc-
cumb to the Loggers stifling defense. 
Towards the end of the first half the 
Wildcats mounted a late comeback 
that closed the gap between down 
to 40-37 at halftime. 
The second half was a completely 
different picture as Linfield took 
control by shooting 60 percent from 
the floor and erased the Loggers 
early lead. With six minutes left in  
the second half, Linfield took a 61-
60 lead. 
The Loggers lost their intensity 
and were cold in the second half, 
shooting 5-for- 12 at the free throw 
line. Linfield took advantage of the 
situation going on a 19-6 run on 
route to the win. 
Eric Rohlffs scored 20 points to 
lead the Wildcats comeback attack 
against the Loggers, as six Wildcats 
scored in double-figures. Brian Nietz 
contributed 18 points for the night, 
John Cannon went 5-for-5 from the 
floor for 12 points, Trey Berkey 
threw in 11 points, and MattKaiser 
finished with 10 points. 
The Loggers were led by Manny 
Martucci's game-high 22 points, Jer -
emy Werkau's 20 points from the 
paint, and Derek Pender's 13 points. 
Last Saturday the Logger's final 
home game against the Willamette 
Bearcats ended in a disappointing 
93-84 loss at Memorial Fieldhouse. 
The Loggers held a brief lead 5-2 
lead early in the game, but it didn't 
last very long. Trailing at the half 43-
34, the Loggers were never able to 
overcome the halftime deficit. 
Willamette shot 53 percent from 
the floor, while Puget Sound coun-
tered by hitting 46 percent of their 
shots. But the key to the game was 
rebounding. The boards were domi-
nated by the Bearcats, who hauled 
down 41 rebounds on the night com-
pared to the Loggers 31 rebounds. 
Rashad Norris lead the Loggers 
offense with 24 points, shooting 8-
for-13 from the floor and 6-for-Il 
from behind the three point arc. 
Martucci played another solid offen-
sive game, scoring 21 points and 
grabbing nine boards for the Log-
gers. Sophomore Jeremy Werkau 
had 17 points and nine rebounds on 
the night. 
Four Bearcats were able to hit 
double digits against the Loggers. 
Mike Hayter lead Willamette with 
27 points, Jay Moore had 19 points, 
Mitch Gregg threw in 14 points on 
the night, and Brad Nelson had 13 
points. 
This weekend marks the final road 
trip of the season for the Logger 
men's basketball team. The weekend 
losses dropped the Loggers to 9-14 
in the NCIC and 3-11 overall. 
OkT5 
Coed Doubles Tennis 
Tamashiro/Martin 	 3 0 
Horny Squid 3 	 1 
Malony/Chin 2 	 1 
Tsushima)Thayer 2 	 1 
ChenTFakashima 1 	 3 
Rundle/Titcomb 0 	 3 
Cool Cats 0 	 3 
Rosenberg/Lockwood 0 	 3 
(Through Feb. 18) 
Tennis serves up new season 
Men's A Basketball 	 Men's B Gold Basketball 
The Freshman 5 0 	 Tardy But Late 4 	 1 
PD 3 1 	 Chris'Crusaders 4 	 1 
Voluntary Manslaughter 2 2 	 Hung Jury 3 	 2 
Short Bus 2 2 	 Straight Shooters 3 	 2 
Alpha Beta 2 3 	 Shakin' Hepeats 3 	 2 
Suck Deez 1 3 	 The Peter North-stars 3 	 2 
Beta 1 3 	 The Weasels 0 	 5 
Way Down Town 0 4 	 Prosecution 0 	 5 
Coed Basketball Men's B Green Basketball 
No Names 4 0 	 The Kind 4 	 1 
Lokahi 3 2 	 Benchwarmers 4 	 1 
Players Ii 2 2 	 El Corto Buso 4 	 1 
Kurnquats 2 2 	 Bus Drivers 3 	 2 
We'll Play For Beer 0 4 	 The Giants 3 	 2 
Shirts 2 	 3 
Men's Singles Tennis Runnin' Philthies Ii 0 	 5 
Maui Sons 0 	 5 
Tim Carter 2 0 
Mark Shapiro 1 0 Men's C Basketball 
Tucker Meager 1 1 
David OdeIl 1 1 Hazed And Confused 	 3 	 0 
Mark Cohen 1 1 Sigma Chi 	 2 	 1 
Greg Peterson 0 2 The Trojans 	 1 	 2 
Greg Detrick 0 1 Moth Crue 	 0 	 3 
Women's Singles Tennis 
TrishSagare 4 	 1 
Mary Walker 4 	 1 
Jennifer Mele 4 	 1 
Karen Kim 3 	 2 
Shawna Klinesteker 3 	 2 
Jennifer Mark 2 	 3 
Emily Maloney 0 	 5 
Sharon Babcoch 0 	 5 
Don Rosenberg 0 	 5 
!! 
Coming to Jillian's is 
as easy as 1... 2... 3 
Wednesday Night 
(j( 	 is College Night! 
1 hour free pooi, 
$2 beers and $3 pizza! 
1114 Broadway 
Downtown Tacoma 
SIERRA SPITZER 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Tennis balls flew and tensions 
flared as the men's and women's ten-
nis teams opened up their seasons 
with matches against rival Pacific 
Lutheran. 
The Logger men faced the Lutes 
last Friday and took a 5-4 loss. The 
match was close and the atmosphere 
filled with intensity. 
Players commented that they were 
nervous because it was the first 
e K`*,, i" E;R1EFS 
Kincaid, Myhre 
finalists for 
State award 
Logger swimmer Marc Kincaid 
and men's and women's head 
swimming coach Chris Myhn have 
J& MI4k 
Women's Basketball 
Feb. 21 
Whitworth 
@ Spokane 
6:00 p.m. 
* * * 
Feb. 22 
Whitman 
@ Walla Walla 
6:00 p.m. 
* * * 
Feb. 26 
NCIC Playoffs 
@uPS 
7:00 p.m. 
match of the season, but now hav-
ing played PLU once they know 
what to expect in terms of competi-
tion throughout the season. 
Puget Sound winners in their re-
spective matches were Chris 
Sackman and Jared Brodin in 
singles. Brodin and Joel Black com-
bined for a winning doubles team as 
did Sackman and Corey Kincaid. 
The Logger men will face Linlield 
College at 3:30 p.m. on Friday and 
will follow up with a matches 
against Pacific on Saturday at 11:00 
been selected as finalists for the 
Tacoma News Tribune's State Male 
Athlete of the Year and State Coach 
of the Year. 
Kincaid led the men's swimming 
team to the NAIA national champi-
on ship in 1996. He also captured the 
individual award of NAIA male 
swimmer of the year. 
Myhre coached the nien's and 
women's team to NAJA national 
championships in 1996. 
Winners will be announced on 
March 27 at the Tacoma News 
Tribune's award banquet at the 
Tacoma Dome Exhibition Flail. 
Men's Basketball 
Feb. 21 
Whitworth 
@ Spokane 
8:00 p.m. 
* * * 
Feb. 22 
Whitman 
@ Walla Walla 
8:00 p.m. 
Swimming 
Feb. 20-22 
NCIC Championship 
@ McMinnville, OR 
All day 
Men's Lacrosse 
Feb. 22 
Washington 
© Seattle 
1:00 P.M.  
a.m. and Whitworth College on Sun-
day at 3:30 p.m. 
The Logger women claimed 
smashing victories over both PLU 
(7-2) and Seattle University (6-3). 
According to players, PLU was a big 
win for the women's team, as they 
beat both their top rival and last 
year's NCIC champions. 
For many members of the 
women's team these were first time 
college matches and their early suc-
cess could be indicatiove of an ex-
cellent season ahead. 
Weekly honor 
goes toCrabbe 
Dulcey Crabbe, who has di-
rected the high-powered offense of 
the Logger women's basketball 
team all year, earned this week's 
Dande Athlete of the Week award. 
In weekend wins over Linfield 
and Wiliamette, Crabbe scored 22 
points and tallied 10 assists. One 
of her 10 assists went to Erin 
Peterson for the winning basket in 
Saturday's 77-75 thriller over 
Willamette. 
Men's Tennis 
Feb. 21 
Linfield 
© UPS Pavilion 
3:30 p.m. 
* * * 
Feb. 23 
Pacific/Whitworth 
@ UPS Pavilion 
11:00 a.m./3:30 p.m. 
Women's Tennis 
Feb. 23 
Pacific 
© UPS Pavilion 
1:30 p.m. 
* * * 
Feb. 15 
Seattle University 
© UPS Pavilion 
10:00 am. 
Phone: 572-0300 The road to incredible service begins at Preciswn 
Automotive & Transmission In 
COMMENCEMENT BAY 
BED & BREAKFAST 
\ featured in "NW Best Places" 
P1* Spectacular Bay Views! J * Hot tub * Fireplace / * Fantastic Breakfasts! / * Minutes from UPS 
3312 N. Union Ave. 
(206) 752-8175 
httD://www.bbonhine.com/wa/Cbay 	 Greatviews@aol.com  
ROCOF& 
(1)'s - IJ's - 7iiiches 
(assel I es - T-sliii't s 
I()sI el's 
- 
Zippos 
4l u(lded Stuff 
\eedles 
AL 817 DIVISION AVE. SUITE C 
TACOMA, WA 98403 
PH: (206) 593-0134 
FAX: (206) 593-4571 
corner of Division & 1" Street 
teWINTER 
Special 
$19.95 
Includes: 
Lube, Oil & Filter Service. 
Tire Rotation. 
7 Areas Winter Assessment. 
'Pattenes/Startmg System, Anlifreeze/Belts/Hcses, Tiees,Heatrng System/Block 
Heater, Wiper Blades System, Exhaust and Lights. 
Offer Valid imttl December 3.1996. 
	 759-2044 
Free Local Shuttle Service 
PRECISION AUTOMOTIVE 
3723 6th Avenue 	 (206)759.2041 
Tacnia. WA 98406 
	
FAX(206)759.1321. 
—_TRANSMISSION INC. 
S 	 This week...J 
HARD A" IN THE CELLkR? 
Fuck the Lutes? 	
OregOfl VS. Ca0mb° 
West's lecture antidote for faculty apathy 
Dr. Cornel West's visit to campus 
sparked a wide variety of different 
intellectually challenging discus-
sions across campus. West forced 
students, faculty, administration and 
members of the surrounding corn-
mumty to look deep within them-
selves to see how they play a part in 
cultivating and maintaining race 
problems. 
West's visit will not soon be for-
gotten, but the controversial discus-
sions will soon depart and the mo-
notony of regular class activities will 
continue. 
West is an outspoken and chal-
lenging educator. Professors on this 
Juin STATON 
Staff Writer 
Growing up in Oregon, I have 
become accustomed to the usual in-
sults and irate comments that are 
directed toward people from Cali-
fornia by my fellow Oregonians. 
When I was home in Oregon over 
Winter Break, I became witness to 
a prejudiced act of violence upon a 
Californian by an Oregonian. The 
thing that I found to be the most 
disturbing was that it was acted out 
by my best friend, who, in my 
mind, is the picture book definition 
of pacifist. 'What could instill bit-
terness in a peaceful person? 
.Jere ut lIPS iiiany of iiij 
friends ure tiJi1ornians 
urnitbej don't instill 
hatred/n me. 
As the two of us were walking 
out of Taco Bell, she noticed a car 
that had a California license plate. 
As she walked by she pretended to 
kick the license plate and as she did 
so. she yelled, "Go home!" 
What my friend hadn't noticed 
was that a woman and small child 
were sitting in the car. The woman 
noticed my friend, though. The 
woman yelled back, "Hey! You 
don't see me kicking your car!" My 
friend gave an apology but, as she 
walked away, said, "That's because 
I'm not from California." 
Now if my friend had actually 
noticed the woman in the car she 
never would have assaulted the li-
cense plate. However, I now real-
ize that even the most peaceful of 
Oregonians hold some contempt  
campus should follow his example 
and begin to enlighten students in 
educational settings outside of the 
classroom. The faculty should stop 
hiding in their offices and become 
more involved in the different activi-
ties around campus. Professors need 
to look beyond normal educational 
periods and look to other activities 
where a majority of the learning is 
taking place. Class time and office 
hours are just a small portion of the 
entire educational process. 
How can students become excited 
about events on campus when pro-
fessors don't even participate in 
them? 
for our neighbors to the south. This 11 
leads me to wonder where the con-
tempt auddislike that Oregonians 
have for Californians stems from. 
Is it taught to us by our parents? 
My parents never taught me Cali-
fornians were bad. 
Perhaps we learn it from our 
friends, but here at UPS many of 
my friends are Californians and 
they don't instill hatred in me. 
In the last ten years there has 
been an enormous population ex-
plosion in Oregon. In my small 
home town I've watched houses 
and schools replace open fields, 
marshes, and forested areas to 
accomodate the growing popula-
tion. This growth in population, al-
though inevitable, brings changes 
in the community that many people 
are not fond of, such as a growth 
in crime, pollution, and traffic 
problems, just to name a few. 
These changes occurred in Califor-
nia years ago and they've become 
synonymous with the symptoms I 
named above. It is because of this, 
a belief among many Oregonians 
that Californians are imposing 
their societal ways upon Oregon, 
that many people dislike them. 
In short, Californians have be-
come the scapegoats for all of the 
diverse people that have moved 
into Oregon, simply because they 
are the ones that have been no-
ticed for some reason that is un-
known to me. So, to all you Cali-
fornians, it is not an attitude that 
you have that is the cause for our 
irrational dislike, nor is it some-
thing that we are taught as young 
children by our parents. It is sim-
ply the unfavorable changes that 
come from population growth that 
are the source of our contempt. 
This is not to say that all profes-
sors are inactive on campus. A small 
portion of the faculty serves as men-
tors and advisors for different orga-
nizations and clubs on campus. 
There seem to be some faculty mem-
bers that show up to student activi-
ties, while the rest of the staff run 
off-campus as quickly as their 
classes and office hours are over. 
SOIT6r. 
However, some don't even stay for 
their office hours. 
Professors should organize events 
and attempt to increase involvement 
in all campus activities by any means 
necessary. One way to do this is by 
advertising these events in their 
classes. Faculty members should not 
be afraid to tell students which ac-
tivities they should go to and why. 
Requiring participation in these 
events is also a good thing. Students 
JASON JAXAITIs 
Opinions Editor 
Having just "celebrated" a birth-
day and still recuperating from the 
rollicking and liquored-up festivities 
that annually accompany President's 
Day (editor's note: I detect sarcasm), 
I came to the conclusion that, as you 
get older, holidays suck more and 
more. 
No holiday can make my point 
more poignant than the dreary, pas-
tel-infested bunny-frenzy that is 
Easter day. There was a time in your 
life when Easter just kicked ass! It 
was like a really fruity Halloween 
except you didn't have to wait all 
day for it and you didn't have to 
worry about kids taking the candy 
before you because it was all in your 
own house! You never knew what 
the next pink plastic egg may con-
tain... And now Easter is, especially 
if you live away from home and 
don't get afree ham or turkey din-
ner out of it, a complete norentity 
in your life. In fact, it's worse than 
that, because it used to be good and 
that just depresses you more. 
Keeping with the "Holidays that 
became sucky when I went to col- 
might be angry at first, but once they 
think about the events they went to, 
they will probably be thankful for the 
new perspective they have wit-
nessed. 
At present, it seems professors are 
more interested in the completion of 
their own journal articles and text 
books (or the creation of their own 
majors), than the education of the 
students who supply the funding for 
these endeavors. 
Perhaps the main problem is the 
faculty's drive and need for a sort 
complacency that is created by 
schedule and routine. Professors do 
have a life outside of the University. 
They do have families and friends 
of their own that require time and 
attention. However, they must real-
ize how important they are in the 
creation of a progressive educational 
atmosphere on campus. 
Students need guidance and help 
from their professors. It is the re-
sponsibility of all professors to train 
students for real life—that which lies 
outside the secure bubble of the Uni-
versity. 
Students can not fight the fight for 
intellectual antagonism on their own. 
lege" theme, Christmas bites a big 
fat one unless you're one of the UPS 
students whose daddy bought them 
a Range Rover or Blazer as a gift 
("It's not just for Christmas, I'm not 
spoiled, it's for Christmas AND New 
Years. I didn't get any other presents 
for-New Years because I got my '97 
Camaro." I'm not bitter or anything). 
What can you ask for? Money, I 
guess, and food and socks. It's dis-
gusting that I used to hate getting 
socks but now they're the only thing 
I can think of actually needing. And 
we don't even have the money to buy 
our families and friends cool pre-
sents, which takes the wind rightout 
of our yuletide sails. 
While Halloween is holding it's 
own as a "get ripped and dress as a 
woman" holiday and Thanksgiving 
has earned new appreciation with 
those of us living on Cajun Shrimp 
Top Ramen, there are a few holidays 
that have steadily increased in popu-
larity, thanks mostly to our new 
found appreciation of getting 
shitfaced. 
St. Patrick's Day, as a holiday, is 
the shit of the Universe if you're 
even 1/64th Irish or even if you 
know someone who just has red hair. 
Students need help from their pro-
fessors to stop the suppressers of 
discussion and original thought 
(know as administrators). 
Professors need to break away 
from the administrative bureaucracy 
of faculty meetings and get out onto 
campus to see what the students need 
and want out of a college education. 
Then, perhaps deciding on what's 
best for the campus collective would 
not be so difficult. Maybe professors 
can stop voting to vote and vote to 
get something done. It is to be hoped 
that during this whole process pro-
fessors don't forget to do what is best 
for the people who provide them 
with their livelyhood—the students. 
The bureaucratic fight is important, 
but it is only a small part of the com-
plex educational process. 
Overall, professors should be re-
sponsible for sponsoring activities, 
such as, lectures, forums and presen-
tations. Professors should design 
these events to press students to ex-
pand their minds and viewpoints, 
with the goal of preparing students 
for their future careers and lives. 
Without the faculty's extra effort, 
student apathy will only increase. 
If you qualify in that select group of 
people, it's completely justified to 
splurge on the personal pony keg and 
the kilt you'd had your eye on. St. 
Patty's Day is cool because the only 
real themes of it are drinking, stuff 
that's green or plaid, and bagpipes. 
And all three of those things kick ass. 
UPS even have (had?) our own Irish 
drinking band, Pint O'Guinness. 
The Fourth of July is also gaining 
some props from us older folks, 
mainly because of the drinking thing 
(I won't go into it again, you get the 
idea) and our ability to go into states 
where fireworks are legal. This le-
thal concoction provides for loads of 
bright and flaming fun. 
And I must admit, having found 
friends that could beat the piss out 
of the clods I knew in high school, 
birthdays are much more enjoyable 
even though the buddies who can 
scrape together the money for a gift 
are few and far between. 
The material rewards that may 
have accompanied your younger 
years are nothing compared to the 
camaraderie and euphoria that 
comes with hanging out with your 
equally poor, bitter and underfed 
companions. 
Why does everyon" e
hate Californians? 
College students celebrate 
new, ditterent holidays 
Profs crucify 
students' ideas 
The fall semester of my freshman 
year, I was enrolled in an introduc-
tory philosophy course. Being the 
standard survey course, we covered 
vast amounts of information in the 
matter of a few weeks, reading se-
lections from several philosophers 
including Plato, the New Testament, 
C.S. Lewis, Schopenhauer, and 
Friedrich Nietzsche. As we studied 
each self-styled master on human 
thought, my professor had a particu-
lar pattern with which he attacked 
each reading. The class would first 
discuss what exactly each writer was 
suggesting. Once this was under-
stood, each would be systematically 
humbled as my professor punched 
holes in each conviction, logically 
questioning one by one every argu-
ment that had been made. It was 
entirely harmless until the class stud-
ied the writings of C.S. Lewis, the 
firm advocate of Christianity. I re-
call fully the discomfort of some in 
the class, in particular those of us 
who had been raised Christian, as 
our professor methodically de-
stroyed Lewis' arguments one by 
one. At the end we were left won-
dering what all those Sundays had 
been wasted on, scared that what we 
had been told all of our lives on 
morality, etc. had all been just one 
more philosophy that our professor 
had implied to be senseless. Al-
though I was bothered by the new 
questions I was forced to face, I re-
alized that this was a part of higher 
education. Professors are designed 
to inform and challenge their stu-
dents, to question why we believe 
what we do and whether we can de-
fend it. However, in doing so stu-
dents have the right to assume that 
this is being done fairly and accu-
rately. Unfortunately, this is not al-
ways the case. 
Near the end of the semester we 
read Nietzsche. If I remember any-
thing from his writings, it was that 
he was fervently anti-Christian. As 
I read his essays, I grew even more 
uncomfortable as my convictions 
were again pulled apart piece by 
piece. However, I was confident that 
my professor would follow the same 
structure he had before; making the 
class understand what the author was 
saying, and then picking at its faults 
and exposing its weaknesses. I was 
completely wrong. I went into class 
and came out shaken as my profes-
sor told us he was unable to find any 
logical holes in Nietzsche's argu-
ments; there were other difficulties, 
but overall he was treated differently 
than the other philosophers. I 
walked out of class that day, 18 years 
old, four months into being away 
from home, and my religion and 
moral system had just been swept 
away in the matter of fifty minutes. 
I spent the rest of the semester dread- 
ing the class, fearful of which of my 
beliefs would be destroyed next. I 
didn't see this as a result of my pro-
fessor; after all he had simply pre-
sented us with the information and 
we were left to interpret. My final 
paper was a mess. Faced with the 
task of writing down my own phi-
losophy for a final grade, I was un-
able to come up with anything con-
crete, it was a jumble of half-beliefs 
and unanswered questions. 
On the final day of class, we col-
lectively begged our professor to tell 
us what beliefs made up his own 
philosophy. We had asked earlier in 
the semester but he had refused, 
believing it would somehow color 
our own. Reminded that he had 
promised to tell the class on the last 
day, he relented. As he began to 
speak, conveying his own ideology, 
I began to see connections between 
his beliefs and those of Nietzsche's. 
I stood and walked out of the class 
dazed. Had I known his beliefs prior 
to our studying each philosopher, I 
would have realized the partiality 
that the professor felt. If I had been 
aware of what he personally felt to-
wards the subjects he was teaching, 
I would have been more capable of 
interpreting what I had been taught. 
i/s tilhiure in disdosin 
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This professor had done what he 
was supposed to; he had challenged 
the beliefs of his students, made us 
all look at what we believed and 
why. But his failure in disclosing 
what were his biases and how they 
may color his lectures and discus-
sions, did his students a disservice. 
These partialities may have pre-
vented him from giving vital infor-
mation to the class, in this case the 
logical criticism of Nietzche's be-
liefs. Even if he had chosen not to 
show criticism which he may per-
sonally have seen as irrelevant, the 
most vital information he should 
have given us was the knowledge 
and awareness of his own beliefs 
and biases. 
The first job of every professor 
should be to challenge his or her stu-
dents; the second should be to in-
form and inspire in as much a non-
biased environment as possible. 
Professors have an extraordinary 
amount of power. Students assume 
the instruction they are receiving is 
factual and objective; professors 
should strive for this fairness to their 
students. Unfortunately, this is 
somewhat unrealistic. Obviously, 
professors are very much human. 
They hold prejudices and views and 
it can be difficult to continually 
present information in a fair man-
ner. Through their choice of spe-
cific materials, such as books and 
articles; the direction in which the 
class discussion is lead by the pro- 
fessor; and simple comments 
dropped in mid-lecture, the procliv-
ity of the professor will inevitably 
show itself. So although this should 
be the goal for those in the position 
of influencing large numbers of 
young minds, it is evident that it is 
somewhat unattainable. 
To overcome this problem, profes-
sors should be responsible to do ex-
actly what my freshman professor 
did not do; they should fully disclose 
any biases or partialities they pos-
sess which they know will influence 
their teaching. On that ineffectual 
first day of class, when the syllabus 
is plowed through and the course is 
explained to the students, the pro-
fessor should stand and divulge him 
or herself to the class. What is his 
relevant background 7 What is her 
specific training? Why is it that he 
or she is interested in this particular 
subject? Most importantly, what are 
his or her views on the topic? This, 
and any other pertinent information, 
can then be remembered by the stu-
dent, and can be used when the 
professor's lectures seem to be 
skewed in some way. Students are 
able to read the syllabus themselves; 
it is the professors, those that are 
conveying the knowledge, which 
need explaining. 
A perfect example is my current 
Human Sexuality class. While 
studying the theories on human 
sexuality, my professor made certain 
that the class fully understood that 
her training had been in evolution-
ary psychology, and thus she real-
ized that her lectures would be more 
centered on that approach. She was 
insistent that the class be aware that 
her training had somewhat biased 
her and that we realize there are 
other approaches to her information. 
This professor was responsible for 
making her students aware of her in-
clinations; knowledge we will be 
able to use during the rest of the se-
mester, and whenever in the future 
we use the information she has given 
us. 
It is necessary that professors re-
alize the influence they hold over 
their students. Though they may 
never intentionally bias their teach-
ings, it is inevitable that their back-
ground and views will affect the 
method and direction of the courses 
they teach. This in itself is not nec-
essarily harmful to students; what is 
harmful is when students are un-
aware that the information they are 
receiving is biased. It is the respon-
sibility of the professor to make their 
students conscious of the existence 
of different viewpoints and realiza-
tion that they may be receiving 
slanted knowledge. This responsi-
bility can be easily overcome by the 
professor's self-disclosure. 
I am incredibly thankful to my 
philosophy professor; he introduced 
me to different belief systems and 
forced me to challenge what I had 
been taught every Sunday of my life. 
Thanks to his class, I now have a 
legitimate excuse for not going to 
church, besides just laziness. How-
ever, I do not agree with the method 
in which he taught. I feel I would 
have benefited greatly by the knowl-
edge of where he was standing in his  
beliefs, so that I could have made 
more informed judgments about the 
source of my information. I am 
aware that he has consciously made 
this choice and has his reasoning. 
However, I consider it his responsi-
bility to make the class aware of his 
own relevant prejudices, as it is the 
responsibility of every professor in 
every department. I hope that all 
professors realize the necessity of 
this obligation to their students. 
They have the power to influence 
and direct the minds in their charge; 
students trust they will do it with 
conscience. 
Sincerely, 
Courtney Whalen 
Racism floods 
student psyche 
Who in the hell does he think he 
is? Does he think that white people 
want to hear his minority crap? Just 
what we need—a Head Negro in 
Charge to tell us how to live our lives. 
I hope you are angry at what I have 
just written, but I want you to won-
der why you are angry. If, like most 
of the upper class, white-bread, apa-
thetic students at UPS, you are think-
ing, "That's just not PC. People don't 
...riiiiii class-based 
haired, bounopbobia, aud 
are ideologies 
IJi'dfroIIl a sys ciii of 
oppression... 
say that!" I feel for you. You have 
not dealt with the real reason that 
your reaction is so strong. The ide-
alogy of a patriarchal, white su-
premacist culture is buried in your 
psyche; it strikes such a tender chord 
because you FEEL THESE WORDS 
ARE RIGHT. You know in your 
head that racism, class-based hatred, 
homophobia, and sexism are ideolo-
gies spewed from a system of op-
pression, but you still have not in-
ternalized this realization. You fight 
so strongly because you are fight-
ing back your own fears, battling 
with the brainwashing you have re-
ceived as part of your citizenship. 
You attack the racism of others be-
cause it is too painful to confront 
your inner conflict. The system can-
not changed until this internal 
struggle has been won. Why did you 
laugh at Brother West's jokes? Be-
cause stopping to think of the truth 
would bring you perilously close to 
your own inner demons. 
I am not accusing you of overt rac-
ism—although I ask you to look at 
yourself in an elevator when a black 
man walks in. Fear and mistrust is 
just as powerful and crippling as ha-
tred. Do not hide behind political 
correctness. A step has been made 
toward equality; that knife is only 
three inches away from being pulled 
from the African American culture's 
back. However, we cannot expect 
future change by being stubbornly 
ignorant to reality and passively op- 
timistic about the future. Avoiding 
differences does not erase the prob-
lem. Confront the fact that you have 
defined a group as "other" and use 
hope and action to destroy the blade 
of unfairness altogether. Each gen-
eration lives in the world created by 
the industry and ideals of its prede-
cessor. Accept what we, as a people, 
have done to our brothers and sis-
ters of African descent; we cannot 
heal the body that our forefathers 
have murdered, nor can we let our 
apathy allow us to surrender to the 
status quo. Together, our generation 
can create a world for our children 
to live in, where differences are as-
sets, political correctness is not a fa-
cade, and individuality is allowed for 
all. It is a struggle; I challenge you 
to join it. 
We will all overcome. 
Peace, 
Grisha Stewart 
Women's B-Ball 
more civil fun 
I am writing in regards to 
women's basketball team and to Pat 
Maloney's commentary printed in 
last week's Trail. I am a junior and 
have attended most of the women's 
games during my three years. I wish 
to congratulate them on what has 
been a terrific year thus far. The 
women's team is simply incredible 
this year, and they are a pleasure to 
watch. Although they have the same 
starters as last season, the team is 
playing aggressively and with more 
determination and heart. Their solid 
teamwork, relentless defense, and 
three-point shooting are all excep-
tional. 
When I read this week's Trail, I 
found that I had missed something 
by not staying for the February 8th 
men's game: some immature, idiotic 
fans chanting "F*** 
 the Lutes!" Pat 
Maloney, in his Sports Commentary, 
apologized to PLU for the said be-
havior. It seemed overdone, how-
ever: "I am sorry for the tragic events 
that transpired on that fateful 
evening." At the end of the article, I 
discovered why. "P.S.," it said, 
"Fuck the Lutes!" Well, at least we 
know where Mr. Maloney belongs: 
in the stands with all those other 
fools shouting obscenities at the 
other team. 
As a closing note, I would like to 
extend my hopes for a great end to a 
fantastic season to the Logger 
women, and a toast to their excel-
lent play. Case in point: the awesome 
comeback victory on Saturday. 
Sincerely, 
Scott Anthony Giorgianni 
Attention Students 
The Opinions section is now 
accepting applications for letters 
to the editor on disk and through 
e-mail. These formats are actu-
ally preferred to the written sub-
missions, though we will accept 
them graciously in any way shape 
or form. Disks submitted to the 
Trail can be either Mac or IBM 
and can be of any density. The e-
mail account for the Trail is: 
trail@ups.edu. 
Partial tobacco ban beneficial 
DIANNA W000s 
Contributing Editor 
In a surprising move, tobacco in-
dustry lawyers have dared the FDA 
to ban tobacco. The awyers claim the 
FDA should ban tobacco if it is a 
drug and therefore under their power 
of regulation. This is a brilliant move 
on the part of the industry because 
they realize the FDA will never ban 
their product. However, it is quite 
possible a ban on large scale corpo-
rate tobacco production rather than 
a complete ban could be successful 
and would give the lawyers and in-
dustry a big slap in the face. 
There are many reasons the FDA 
would not wish to ban tobacco pro-
duction completely. First and fore-
most would be the failed alcohol 
prohibition in the early 1900's. The 
temperance movement was success-
ful in instating a constitutional ban 
on alcohol but it failed terribly sim-
ply because too many people wanted 
alcohol and plenty of people were 
willing to produce it illegally. Un-
derstandably then, the FDA would 
not want to ban tobacco for fear of a 
repeat failure. 
Another issue would be taxes. 
Tobacco product prices have in-
creased dramatically in the last few 
MICHAEL FARMER 
Staff Writer 
In an age of failed campaign 
promises such as universal health 
care, balanced budgets, and the in-
nocence of O.J.(he's running for 
President in 2000) it is cheering to 
see that one is kept. Which promise 
is this you ask? Why Brett Kiehi and 
Gavin Parr's promise last year to put 
beer in the Cellar. Yes! A promise 
kept! But should we rest on our lau-
rels and drink our expensive glasses 
of beer? No! We should demand a 
greater selection of beverages in 
which to imbibe. How about mixed 
drinks? Pitchers of beer, and 50 cent 
Schmitt nights(like that ever so 
popular bar over on Proctor). 
Why, one might ask, should we 
convert our beloved and always  
years because of taxes placed on 
them. With no tobacco there would 
be nothing to tax, therefore we 
would lose revenue. 
One of the biggest problems with 
a complete ban though, would be 
simple public opposition. It 
wouldn't just be opposition from 
smokers either. Most non-smokers, 
given their smoke-free restaurants, 
work places and airplanes, agree that 
anyone (of age) has the right to 
smoke. If a person wants to put toxic 
chemicals in their body, why not let 
them? It's their body, their choice. 
(Please keep in mind of course that 
the tobacco industry would deny any 
actual harm is done by tobacco con-
sumption.) 
It's obvious a complete ban would 
not work, which is why the FDA 
should instate a partial ban. Taking 
production out of the hands of cor-
porations and reserving it for smaller 
business and personal production 
would solve many problems and 
have its own benefits as well. 
First of all, the problem we had 
with alcohol prohibition would not 
exist because people would still be 
able to get tobacco products. It 
would be more difficult to obtain and 
with the decrease in supply, the price 
would go up. This phenomena could 
packed pizza eatery into a cheap bar? 
Well, there are many reasons, but the 
best one I can think of involves sev-
eral blocks of bleaiy-eyed stumbling 
back from the aforementioned bar on 
Proctor. It is a much shorter 
stumble .... err. . .walk from the Cellar. 
But there are many more reasons: 
Campus unity, Teacher/Student inter -
action, and world peace and har-
mony. Well, maybe that last one is a 
stretch but seriously; this is one of 
the best ideas to come to pass in an 
era of idiotic tenure decisions and 
absolutely infantile squabbles over 
the new core curriculum. 
With an expanded selection in the 
Cellar could come new benefits to the 
campus. I have thought a bit about 
this recently and come up with a few 
interesting ideas. The first is that an 
absolutely deserted campus could be  
actually be positive though, in that 
it might be just the excuse a smoker 
needs to quit. 
The loss of tax revenue would at 
first seem to be very detrimental. 
However, tobacco product taxes go 
towards drug education and while 
still necessary, much less work 
would be needed to combat the ad-
vertising efforts of tobacco compa-
nies. Studies have shown many ad-
vertisements are aimed at minors, 
the same ones receiving the drug 
education. If the corporate produc-
tion is wiped out, no one will be 
spending millions of dollars trying 
to get kids to smoke. The costs will 
.Ji is quite jiossible a 
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cancel themselves out. 
There would also be much less 
public disapproval with only a par-
tial ban. Non-smokers will be happy 
the smokers' rights have been re-
spected and will be even more happy 
turned around on a Friday night with 
a happening bar in the basement of 
the SUB. Off campus students would 
come from the surrounding area to 
mingle with underage friends who 
couldn't follow them to the off cam-
pus bars. Teachers who now en-
sconce themselves at places such as 
E-9 might come to campus to enjoy 
spirited discussions with their stu-
dents. 
The second thought is the effect a 
really lively bar could have on the 
now useless Student Rendezvous. 
How about a dance hall? We could 
put in some nice lights, and get a DJ 
a couple Fridays a month and watch 
the place turn into a mad collection 
of Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors, 
and Seniors who now have their only 
chance at interaction over on Greek 
row.  
with the removal of the tobacco 
companies and their influences. 
Smokers would obviously be un-
happy with the plan but they'll still 
be able to get what they want. For 
those smokers who want to quit but 
haven't been able to this may help 
tremendously. 
Some of the beneficial conse-
quences would include freed crop 
space for food production, cleaner 
tobacco products (people who grow 
their own won't be adding tons of 
chemicals) and thus healthier 
people. This move might actually 
facilitate a new opportunity for 
small businesses. Owning a busi-
ness that provides a scarce, yet 
highly desired product means mak-
ing a lot of money. It would be the 
Tiffany's of tobacco. 
If the FDA did seriously decide 
to take this into effect, there would 
be major opposition from the to-
bacco companies. These multi-bil-
lion dollar companies have enor-
mous influence over the public, and 
even more importantly, over our 
government. Tobacco companies 
spend millions of dollars every year 
towards advertising and lobbying 
efforts. They wouldn't want this sort 
of measure to go through, so it very 
possibly wouldn't. 
While these ideas may seem 
slightly absurd I caution the read-
ing audience from immediately dis-
carding them as insane. Turning the 
Rendezvous into a dance hall on the 
alcohol nights in the Cellar could 
really turn this dreary campus 
around. What, you don't think that 
this is something a Liberal Arts uni-
versity of our caliber does? Lets take 
a look at some institutions that rank 
much Higher than us: Claremont 
McKenna has keg parties in their 
version of the Cellar, Harvard and 
Stanford both have bars on campus, 
and Grinnell College has Student 
Government sponsored keggers 
about every weekend. 
So enough of this dead campus, 
this new bar could be the electric 
shock that gets this place alive and 
moving again! 
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Beer in Cellar: stumble in right direction 
Sometimes an ATM is like a lottery machine because you never know 
how much money you have in there. Usually, due to the fees for using an 
ATM, talking to a teller, parking in their lot, using those nice pens at-
tached to chains, and breathing their air conditioned air, you only have 
115 of the money you think you have. In that way, it's not like a lottery 
machine and more like an automated bank robber. 
Bands that sound like the Rolling Stones are now officially cooler 
than the Stones themselves, but bands that sound like the Velvet Under-
ground are not cooler than Lou Reed. Well, not all of them, anyway. 
Sourdough cheese bagels bring it. They open a can. 
The only way I could describe UPS would be as a beautiful painting 
left out in the rain that had all it's vibrancy washed into a puddle while 
the students are sad puppets that trudge through the soggy quagmire of 
mediocrity that has become the bland canvas of our oppressed campus. 
Fri. & Sat.: 7 & 9: 
Sunday: 6 & 8:3 
Tonight!!! 
Faculty! Staff 
Appreciation Night 
Saturday, Feb. 22nd 
Karaoke Night 
Cellar 
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SO JACKED UP he can't even see straight, our 
photographer enters the Meth House. 
People's Temperance Front shoots 
holy bej*eezus out of Meth ouse 
E. VEZ 
Staff Radical 
The infamous and nutty 
People's Temperance Front 
(PTF) struck another blow 
against the University of Puget 
Sound's status quo early Tues-
day morning. The PTF staged 
a daring pre-dawn raid on a 
newly-minted Campus Theme 
House, riddling the area with 
bullets and trampling several 
unhealthy-lookipg shrubs. 
The targeted house was The 
Meth House, a recent addition 
to our campus community. This 
house was authorized by El 
Presidente her Own Bad Self, 
as a place where students can 
be united in their love of Our 
Lord Jesus Christ and addiction 
to massive doses of metham-
phetamines. These so-called 
"Crystal Methodists" have been 
heavily engaged in missionary 
expeditions to the Campus 
Crack House, hoping to per-
form all sorts of conversions 
within said building. 
The raid itself occurred at 
around 5 a.m., a time when 
darkness still shrouds our 
sleepy community in its twi-
light veil. The sober terrorists 
used this to their advantage, 
disguising themselves as harm-
less (if unstable) joggers, out 
for a morning trot with their 
assault rifles in tow. When they 
reached the sidewalk outside 
the Meth House, the PTF agents 
charged up to the front door and 
began knocking it in with one 
of those suave battering ram 
deals that they use on Cops, 
screaming all the while that 
they were just ephedrine sales-
men, a ruse which apparently 
kept the Meth House residents 
from opening fire. The door 
quickly fell like a door that had 
been worked over by a batter-
ing ram, and those wacky radi-
cals rushed in, guns a-blazin'. 
Severe damage was done, and 
everyone concerned was 
damned lucky that the whole  
place didn't catch fire, as we 
understand meth labs are prone 
to do when fired upon. 
When asked what possible 
reasons the terrorists might 
have for their frenzied attack, 
El Presidente said, "It's difficult 
to say why those lunatics do 
anything. If I didn't know bet-
ter, I'd almost say they disap-
proved of crystal meth in some 
way. Preposterous! Everyone 
knows that methamphetamines 
are as safe as baking soda tooth-
paste, and they make your teeth 
shinier, too! The Crystal Meth-
odists have been a wonderfully 
constructive presence on cam-
pus, and I think it's a shameful 
and cowardly act to attack them 
this way. Those kids keep their 
house cleaner than any of the 
other theme houses. Why, just 
the other night I heard they 
stayed up from Saturday to 
Monday vacuuming their living 
room. They've even started 
building a shed behind their 
house. They're thrifty, industri-
ous, and they're good capital-
ists. Anyone who opposes the 
Crystal Methodists must be 
some kind of Godless Un-
American swine. They should 
be exterminated like white 
laboratory mice." 
In a surprising move, a state-
ment issued by the People's 
Temperance Front actually 
apologized for the attack, 
claiming that it had been a case 
of mistaken identity. PTF 
spokes-radical Martin Luther 
said, "We feel just terrible about 
shooting the place up like that. 
We were operating under some 
faulty intelligence, and be-
lieved that the house was occu-
pied by a bunch of Presbyteri-  
ans who smoked grass all the 
 
time. If we'd realized that we 
were actually trying to kill a 
bunch of Methodist speed- 
freaks, we'd never have used 
real bullets. The PTF has noth-
ing against this house, and we 
promise it won't happen again 
for a good five or six weeks, at 
least." 
Even though three members 
of the raided house were hos-
pitalized and several thousand 
dollars worth of damage was 
done, the Crystal Methodists 
immediately got to work on re-
pairing their ravaged home. 
These kids are an inspiration to 
the campus community, and 
they can come over and wash 
our carpet anytime they need teous Campus. In fact, that's 
something to do. Sure, they about all anybody does on this. 
look kind of skinny and pale campus anymore. We need to 
and completely unhealthy, but follow the example of the Crys-
tal Methodists: take a bunch of 
speed and Get Right With The 
Creator! Remember Our Lord 
On The Cross... he condemned 
the thief next to him, but the 
meth addict on the other side? 
He went to heaven. If every stu-
dent could stay up all damn 
night doing lines and praising 
Jesus, the University of Puget 
Sound would be a better place. 
We here at The Puget Sound 
Trail would like to give props 
to the Crystal Methodists, Our 
Lord Jesus Christ, and El 
Presidente, whose glorious 
planning abilities have added 
another shining star to the UPS 
firmament, one that we hope 
will remain undimmed despite 
the cowardly attacks of a bunch 
of terrorist loons. That way we 
can continue to get really really 
wired and watch The Life of 
Brian thirty-seven times in a 
row, wash all the dishes, do all 
the laundry, take the dog for a 
ten-mile walk, play.some speed 
metal, charge over to an el-
ementary school, play on the 
swings for two hours, steal a 
bus and head for the freeway. 
Once there, we'lljust drive 
around and around and around 
and around and AROUND uñ-
til the cops stop us or the meth 
wears off. Then I guess we'll 
go to prison and maybe take a 
nap. 
knows that 
betamines are as 
safi' as baking soda 
toollipaste, and they make 
•i ni,,1 teeth shinier, too! 
so does the Theatre Depart-
ment, and when's the last time 
THAT pack of degenerates ever 
built someone a shed? NEVER, 
that's when. Deadbeats. All 
they do is sit around coming up 
with schemes to undermine the 
moral integrity of our Righ- 
H The Combat Zone is intended as a satirical work and, as such, has been set off from the rest of this paper. Resem- The Puget Sound Trail: ut's go out and stew cars. blances to any person, place, or den of iniquity without satirical intent are strictly coincidental—so back off. 
